I Love My Grandpa: A For Better or For Worse Book by Lynn Johnston

Its A Childrens Book...

Some people joke that the best part about being a parent is that eventually you get to be a grandparent. When a man is on the brink of this exciting time, the anticipation of being able to pass on family history and traditions, and relive precious memories of years gone by, sets in. I Love My Grandpa! celebrates the relationship a child has with his or her grandfather through the eyes of grandchildren from around the globe, including the Patterson family from the classic comic strip For Better or For Worse. By way of a heartwarming poem, this charming book covers some of the thrills and spills of becoming a grandpa-surprised by the unexpected joy of holding a baby again-and playing a special role in the life of a growing youngster. I Love My Grandpa! radiates the universal love of a grandchild and makes an ideal gift for any expectant or new grandfather.

My Personal Review:
I collect paperback comic books - as opposed to magazine style - and, normally this would have been a delight, but this is a childrens book; I was expecting a book roughly 100+ pages long, and this is a tiny one - not at all what I expected. My error though; Ill contribute to the local Childrens Hospital, so that everyone wins!
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